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The time-evolving yearly LAI values, averaged for MAM, can characterize not only recent changes in vegetation growth (i.e. spring "greening", or "browning" if with less growth), but also vegetation phenological dynamics (i.e. earlier or delayed spring greening). Further examination of the start of the growing season (SOS) (3) identified a significant advancement of spring vegetation phenology (fig. S1B; 2.0 days decade -1 , p < 0.05), which is consistent with stronger spring vegetation activity indicated by higher spring LAI values. The spatial pattern of SOS trend is generally coherent with that of the spring LAI trend (r = -0.58, p < 0.01, Pearson correlation). Generally, regions with advanced (delayed) leaf onset date correspond well to regions with significant spring greening (browning). This worldwide seasonal advancement of leaf unfolding shown by satellite proxies is also supported by ground-based observations. For example, leaf unfolding records from available in situ phenology networks show a significant advancing trend of 4.7, 4.2 and 0.9 days decade -1 for Europe, China and the U.S., respectively, during 1982-2011 (43) . In this study, we used maps of satellite-observed spring LAI to describe the overall spring vegetation changes over the past 30 years.
Section S2. Mathematical basis of the MCA analysis
To determine the extent to which summer SWC patterns are linked to spring greening levels, we carried out a MCA (or called singular value decomposition, SVD) analysis using observationbased LAI and SWC. Researchers focusing on vegetation-soil moisture coupling may be less familiar with this methodology, thus we describe the mathematical basis in detail below. 
The SVD analysis is performed on this covariance matrix C as
In the above expression, matrix  is an N × N diagonal matrix with the non-negative elements 
The spatiotemporal relationship between spring LAI and summer SWC can be interpreted from the paired heterogeneous regression maps, with each pair explaining a fraction of the covariance between the two fields (23). The k-th heterogeneous regression map is created by regressing the gridded values of one field onto the k-th expansion coefficient of the other , ,
where H x, k and H y, k are the heterogeneous regression coefficients of the k-th spring LAI and summer SWC mode, respectively. These coupled map pairs for k=1 (i.e. the leading first mode)
and their time series are presented in Fig. 1, C-F and fig. S4 , respectively.
Section S3. Model evaluation using available observations
We used a variety of observation-based data sets (see Methods) to evaluate the capacity of the IPSL-CM4 GCM to reproduce the annual and seasonal characteristics of key hydrological variables. The 90°N) . In (D), subdivision is made into regions with positive LAI trends (i.e. greening) and regions with negative LAI trends (i.e. browning). Symbols "***", "**", "*" and "n.s." denote "p < 0.01", "p < 0.05", "p < 0.1", "p > 0.1", respectively. Black stipples indicate regions with a statistically significant linear trend (p < 0.05). 
